Categories Activities

Categories around the home

Tell your child that they you are going to give them a ‘topic’ and they have to go around your home in a given time to find as many items as possible within the given category.

For example, you could tell your child “clothes”. Your child would go around your home and gather different clothes. Talk through the items, naming each item they have brought. Now, see how fast your child can put all the items back again!

Now change the topic!

Times up

Show your child a timer on your phone. Tell your child that you are going to give them 2 minutes to try and name as many items as they can within a category. You could perhaps do a category first to give your child ideas and then let your child have a turn.

Take it in turns to think of objects in a category and see who can think of the most!

Here are category ideas to help get you started:

- toys
- drinks
- animals
- sports
- colours
- soft things

- games
- movies
- vegetables
- clothes
- fruit
- actions

- boys names
- toys
- transport
- flowers
- hot things
- buildings
Name the category

Tell your child that you are going to give them some words and they have to see if they can think which category the items would all belong to. For example, “cats, dogs, guinea pigs are all” .... “pets”.

Here are some examples to help get you started:

- Red, blue, green, orange and pink are all .... ,
- Lions, tigers, monkeys and elephants are all ... ,
- Coats, jumpers, trousers and socks are all ..... ,
- Cars, lorries, vans and trains are all ..... ,
- Apples, pears, oranges and bananas are all ..... .

Odd one out

Tell your child that you are going to give them a few words to listen to. Tell your child that one of the words doesn’t belong in the group. Your child has to listen to the words and decide which word doesn’t belong in the group.

For example, “cat, dog, car, parrot. Which is the odd one out?” ...... “car!”

Here are some examples to help get you started:

- Car, lorry, apple and train.
- Peas, beans, cars and carrots.
- Red, dog, orange and blue.
- Cow, tree, horse and pig.
- Shoes, boots, trainers and hat.
Name Things

Tell your child that they are going to try to name as many things as they can in the category you give them. For example, “Name things you see in the sky.”

You can adapt this by using a die, e.g. if your child rolls the die and gets the number 3 they have to name 3 things, etc.

Depending on your child’s ability you could adapt it again and use 2 dice and encourage your child to add the two numbers together e.g. $3 + 2 = 5$. “Name 5 things you see at the zoo,”, etc.

Here are some ideas to get you started:

- Name things that are red (or yellow or green etc)
- Name things you see in the park
- Name things you see in the garden
- Name things you see at the farm
- Name things you see at the beach
- Name things you play with
- Name things you wear
- Name things that live in the sea
- Name things that have wheels
- Name things that are pets
- Name things that are fruits
- Name things that are round
- Name things that are sweet

Suitcase Game

Fill a suitcase with clothes we wear when the weather is hot and when it is cold.

Draw a picture of the sun (for hot weather) and another of a snowman (for cold weather).

Now help your child to name the clothes and sort them into clothes we wear when the weather is hot and clothes we wear when it is cold.

When all the clothes have been sorted, close the suitcase and see if your child can remember some of the clothes you wear when it is hot/cold.

**Items needed:** Sun hat/cap, swimsuit, shorts, sun dress, sandals/flip flops, t-shirt, vest top, ankle socks and sunglasses. Woolly hat, gloves, scarf, thick socks, jumper, winter coat, trousers and boots.
Homes and Houses

Use pictures of furniture from a catalogue. Help your child to cut out the pictures and name them.

Now sort the pictures into items you see in the living room, kitchen, bedroom and bathroom.

You may want to draw a house and divide your house into four rooms, 2 upstairs and 2 downstairs. Get your child to stick the items into the appropriate rooms.

At the end hide your house picture. How many items can your child recall from each room?

If you have a doll’s house and toy furniture you could use these items instead to place the furniture into the correct rooms.

**Items needed**: Pictures of furniture and items found in the living room, kitchen, bedroom and bathroom, scissors and glue, a blank page to draw a picture of your house, or a doll’s house and furniture.

Make a daily menu

Talk to your child about the foods you eat. Ask for help to make a daily menu using different food categories.

- Will you have cereal, fruit or bread for breakfast?
- What drinks will you have through the day? Water, milk, juice?
- Will you have sandwiches at lunch? What will you need to make this?
- Bread, butter, variety of fillings, cheese, ham, chicken, salad?
- Will you have any fruit or vegetables?
- What will you have for dinner? Pasta, rice, potatoes, vegetables, meat, eggs?

Transport category game

Talk about the various types of transport with your child.

Now ask your child to name transport items you might see:

- On the road
- In the air
- In the sea

How many can your child name from each category?
Which ones go together?

Collect two items from different categories. For example, clothes, toy transport items, fruits, vegetables, toy farm & zoo animals and toy furniture.

Show the items to your child, name them and then ask your child to help you find the items that go together.

For example, “The train and bus go together because they are transport.” or “The elephant and the lion go together because they are zoo animals.”